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Abstract
The progress in the laser technology makes it possible to produce a laser pulse having
a peak power of over PW. Focusing such high-power laser pulses enables ones to have
unprecedentedly strong laser intensity. The laser intensity over 1019 W/cm2, which is
called the relativistic laser intensity, can accelerate electrons almost to the speed of light.
The acceleration of charged particles using such a high-power laser pulse has been
successfully demonstrated in many experiments. According to the recent calculation
using  the  vector  diffraction  theory,  it  is  possible,  by  employing  a  tight  focusing
geometry, to produce a femtosecond (fs) laser focal spot to have an intensity of over 1024
W/cm2 in the focal plane. Over this laser intensity, protons can be directly accelerated
almost to the speed of light. Such ultrashort and ultrastrong laser intensities will bring
ones many opportunities to experimentally study ultrafast physical phenomena we
have never met before. This chapter describes how to generate a high-power laser pulse.
And, then the focusing characteristics of a femtosecond high-power laser pulse are
discussed in the scalar and the vector diffraction limits. Finally, the applications of
ultrashort high-power laser are briefly introduced.
Keywords: ultrashort laser pulse, high-intensity laser pulse, chirped pulse amplifica‐
tion, charged particle acceleration, tight focusing
1. Generation of ultrashort laser pulses
Femtosecond (fs) high-power laser pulses having a peak power of PW or higher are being
produced for the study of laser-matter interactions in the relativistic intensity regime. An
ultrashort laser pulse is generated in a mode-locked laser oscillator in the front and its energy
is amplified in the following amplifiers. The mode locking is a technique to produce laser
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pulses having a pulse duration in the ultrashort time scale such as picosecond (ps) or fs [1, 2].
In the technique, a gain or a loss of an oscillator is modulated in an active or a passive manner.
Saturable absorber is a typical optical element modulating a loss in an oscillator. Nonlinear
effect dependent on the laser intensity is used to realize a saturable absorption instantane‐
ously responding to the intensity. Under the saturable absorption, a laser pulse experiences a
lower loss at a higher intensity. As a result, a higher intensity part of a laser pulse grows much
stronger and the temporal duration becomes shorter during the saturable absorption process.
As the pulse duration of a laser pulse decreases, the spectrum of the pulse becomes broader
and the pulse encounters the dispersion effect in the medium. The dispersion effect frequently
tends to broaden the pulse duration. Without any dispersion control device, the resultant pulse
duration is determined by the balance between the pulse shortening due to the saturation
absorption and the pulse broadening due to the dispersion. With a proper dispersion control
device, the dispersion in a laser pulse is compensated and the pulse duration is mostly
determined by the spectral bandwidth of the laser pulse. The minimum pulse duration
obtainable with a spectral bandwidth is known as the transform-limited pulse duration. Up
to date, sub-10 fs laser pulses from an oscillator are generated by compensating for the
dispersion effect with prism pairs [3]. In this section, the basic principle of the mode-locking
technique is explained for generating an ultrashort laser pulse and the formation of an
ultrashort laser pulse is described.
1.1. Short pulse generation by locking phase of longitudinal mode
When a laser oscillator is formed with an optical length of L, the wavelength of standing waves
inside the oscillator is determined by 2L/m (m is a positive integer), and alternatively, the
frequency by νm = m × c/2L (or ωm = m × πc/L). The oscillating frequency in the oscillator is
limited by a gain spectrum and it is called the longitudinal mode of the oscillator. A laser pulse
can be decomposed into the summation of each electric field having different modes, and the
resultant electric field of the pulse can be written as a superposition of oscillating modes:
(1)
In a free running laser, the phase relation among oscillating modes is random and this is the
origin of a short-timescale random intensity fluctuation. The phase relation between modes
can be constant (i.e., νm − νm − 1 = constant) under a specific condition. The situation of having
the constant phase relation between modes is mentioned as “mode-locked.” In this case, the
intensity of the resultant electric field is given by
(2)
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As can be seen in Eq. (2), a strong intensity peak can grow in the resonator when oscillating
electric fields are added under the mode-locking condition. This is the basic principle for
generating a mode-locked laser pulse (see Figure 1). As expected in Eq. (2), the pulse duration
of a mode-locked laser pulse is determined by the number of oscillating modes. For example,
a Ti:sapphire laser that typically produces 10-fs laser pulses contains several hundred-
thousand modes in the spectral bandwidth. Up to date, a number of mode-locking techniques
have been introduced to generate ps and fs laser pulses, but the underlying physics is basically
the same and the question is how to realize locking longitudinal modes.
Figure 1. Power at free running and mode-locked operations. When the phase relation is random among longitudinal
modes, the intensity has fluctuation because of the beating among modes (left). On the other hand, a single high peak
laser pulse is formed under the constant phase relation between modes (right).
1.2. How to lock phases of longitudinal modes
In the early history of mode-locking technique, an active loss element operating at an rf-
frequency was installed in an oscillator. The element periodically inducing intensity loss
initiates an intensity modulation at a repetition rate corresponding to the round-trip time. A
periodic loss at a round-trip time forces to form a laser pulse inside the oscillator. This is known
as the active mode-locking technique. Another technique is to introduce a passive-type
intensity modulation to the oscillator. Thus, in the passive mode-locking technique, an optical
element that has an intensity-dependent loss is installed in the oscillator. The intensity peak
in the temporal domain has higher transmittance and energy gain, but a lower intensity part
has lower transmittance and energy gain. The lower intensity part is relatively suppressed by
the intensity-dependent loss when an intensity fluctuation circulates in the oscillator. As the
intensity peak grows, the number of oscillating modes becomes larger and larger in the spectral
domain, and the phase relation between modes is automatically locked to form a laser pulse.
1.2.1. Saturable absorption
Some materials have a property that the absorption of light decreases as increasing the light
intensity. This kind of material is known as the saturable absorber. In the saturable absorber,
the light propagating in the medium transfers its energy to electrons in the ground level and
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excites them to higher energy levels. The light intensity decreases as the light propagates in
the medium. The light absorption becomes very weak when the number of electrons in the
ground level becomes sufficiently low, and the rest of light energy almost transmits the
medium. At a time later, the excited electrons spontaneously decay into the ground level and
the number of ground electrons is recovered to be ready to absorb energy from light. This
phenomenon is known as the saturable absorption. The saturable absorber can be divided into
slow and fast saturable absorbers, depending on the recovery time τr. In the slow saturable
absorber, the recovery time is slower than the pulse duration τp and it is assumed to be shorter
than the round-trip time under the mode-locking condition. Most saturable absorbers used as
the form of solid state and semiconductor have the slow recovery property. In a slow saturable
absorber, the intensity-dependent loss is described as follows:
(3)
Here, L0 is the unsaturated loss and Fsat is the saturation fluence. Since τr ≫ τp, the second term
on the right-hand side of Eq. (3), is dominant and the loss exponentially decreases with respect
to the pulse fluence ∫−∞t I (t)dt . For the slow absorber, two mode-locking regimes are possible
depending on the soliton effect. Without the soliton effect, a slow saturable absorber absorbs
the leading part of a pulse while the trailing part is less absorbed. The pulse formation is mostly
determined by balancing between the net gain and losses. As a result, a pulse profile becomes
shortened, and the pulse duration obtainable in this case is estimated by [4]
(4)
Here, Δνg is the FWHM gain bandwidth, assuming a Gaussian-shaped gain spectrum, and ΔR
is the modulation depth. As will be discussed later, the laser pulse can be broadened by the
dispersion. Under a proper condition, the shortening and broadening processes can be
balanced. Thus, for a slow saturable absorber with the soliton effect, a short laser pulse is
generated by the self-phase modulation (SPM) in combination with an appropriate amount of
negative dispersion. In this case, the pulse duration can be estimated by [4]
(5)
Here, D is the group delay dispersion (GDD) per cavity round trip, γSPM is the SPM coefficient
(in rad/W) per round trip, and Ep is the pulse energy. Figure 2(a) and (b) shows the pulse
formation with the slow saturable absorber. The laser pulse is formed when the loss decreases
below the gain. The gain can be either unsaturated or saturated during the saturation absorp‐
tion process. Under the unsaturated gain, the laser pulse gains energy quickly in the beginning
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of the saturation absorption process. When the gain is saturated during the saturable absorp‐
tion, the decrease in the gain is slightly delayed and thus the net gain exists for the pulse
formation.
Figure 2. Laser pulse formation with saturable absorbers. The gain is not saturated in (a), but the gain is saturated in
(b) during the saturation absorption process. (c) The absorption is quickly recovered in the fast saturable absorber. The
laser pulse is formed when the loss decreases below the gain.
The absorption by the material is assumed to be instantaneously recovered in the fast saturable
absorber (see Figure 2(c)). Thus, a higher intensity in the pulse center experiences a higher
transmittance and a lower intensity in the side is suppressed by the saturable absorption. When
a fast saturable absorber is installed in an oscillator, the intensity of a transmitted laser pulse
increases in a gain medium at a growing rate of
(6)
Here, Isat is the saturation intensity and g0 is the unsaturated small signal gain. Thus, the pulse
profile is controlled by the intensity, and a higher gain at a higher intensity leads to the pulse
shortening. The pulse duration is given by [5]
(7)
with the assumption of a hyperbolic secant pulse profile. Here, Δν is the gain bandwidth, g is
the gain defined by g0/(1 + I/Isat), and L is the saturated loss. In reality, the fast saturable
absorbing material operating in the femtosecond regime does not exist. Instead, there are
materials having a strong nonlinear effect. These materials can possess the property of ultrafast
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loss modulation that is induced by the nonlinear effect. The ultrashort pulse formation by these
materials can be considered as the mode locking by the fast saturable absorber. In this section,
self-phase modulation as a nonlinear effect which induces ultrafast change in reflection or
transmission is discussed.
Figure 3. (a) Self-phase modulation in time induces the time-dependent phase variation. The lower angular frequency
in the rising part and the higher angular frequency in the falling part are induced. (b) Self-phase modulation in space
makes the wavefront quadratically curved.
When a light pulse passes through a medium, it experiences an intensity-dependent change
in refractive index. This phenomenon is known as the Kerr effect. The Kerr effect can induce
an instantaneous loss modulation and make a medium to act as a fast saturable absorber (see
Figure 3). In order to derive how the Kerr effect is related with the instantaneous loss modu‐
lation, let us consider the refractive index depending on the laser intensity which is given by
0 2 .= +n n n I (8)
Here, n0 is the normal refractive index and n2 is the nonlinear refractive index related with the
Kerr effect. After a nonlinear medium, the phase of the laser pulse is modified by
0 2 .= = +nkd n kd n Ikdf (9)
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With a Gaussian pulse profile, I = I0 exp (−2t 2 / τp2), in time, the second term on the right-hand
side in Eq. (8) induces time-dependent phase variation, and the angular frequency is calculated
as
(10)
Thus, after a nonlinear medium, a laser pulse has lower frequency components in the rising
edge and higher frequency components in the falling edge. When a Gaussian pulse having
these induced frequency components is coherently added to the original one, the constructive
interference occurs at the pulse center, but the destructive interference occurs at the edge. The
constructive and destructive interferences induce an instantaneous reflectance change in time.
This leads to the pulse shortening effect in time. Nonlinear coupled-cavity mode-locking
technique introduced as the additive-pulse mode locking (APM) uses the instantaneous
reflectance change induced by the self-phase modulation [6].
A similar phenomenon happens in the spatial domain as well. With a Gaussian beam profile,
I = I0 exp (−2r 2 / w02), in space, the phase at a radial position, r, is given by
(11)
with an approximation of exp (−2r 2 / w02)≈ (1−2r 2 / w02). The phase variation induced by the
nonlinear effect makes the wavefront quadratically curved in the radial direction. This means
that, after the nonlinear medium with a positive nonlinear refractive index, the phase at a
higher intensity becomes retarded to the phase at a lower intensity. The focal length induced
by the quadratic curvature is calculated as
(12)
This phenomenon is known as the self-focusing. Kerr-lens mode-locking (KLM) technique
employs the self-focusing to induce an instantaneous intensity-dependent transmittance [7].
In the KLM technique, a higher intensity part can be separated by the self-focusing in combi‐
nation with an aperture. A higher intensity part in time and space domain has a higher
transmittance because of the self-focusing. As a result, a higher intensity grows as a laser pulse
circulates in a oscillator. The KLM technique forms an ultrashort pulse using this pulse
shortening process. In the technique, a gain medium in the resonator also acts as a nonlinear
medium that induces the self-focusing.
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1.3. Dispersion
When a laser pulse propagates in a material with a length of d, the phase is given by the
refractive index, n(ω), of the medium as follows:
(13)
The refractive index of a medium is a function of the angular frequency and can be expressed
as the Sellmeier’s formula of wavelength as follows:
(14)
with the help of definition, λ = 2πc/ω. Here, B1, B2, B3, C1, C2, and C3 are known as Sellmeier’s
coefficients for material. Because of the refractive index of material depending on the wave‐
length, the phase of an ultrashort laser pulse after material experiences a distortion known as
the dispersion. The dispersion is responsible for the broadening of a pulse duration and the
distortion of the pulse profile in time. In order to see the effect of dispersion, let us express the
spectral phase depending on the angular frequency as the Taylor expansion,
(15)
Now, we define derivatives as
(16)
Because the material has a refractive index depending on the frequency, Eqs. (15) and (16)
show interesting properties when a laser pulse with a broad spectrum propagates in the
material. The first term, D0 = d ⋅ ω ⋅ n/c, in the phase relation represents a phase propagation
in the material. The second term defined by D1(ω = ω0) = ∂ϕ(ω)/∂ω|ω = ω0 is known as the group
delay (GD) that can be interpreted as d/vg. Here, vg is the group velocity and represents the
pulse propagation in the material. The third term defined by D2(ω = ω0) = ∂2ϕ(ω)/∂ω2|ω = ω0 is
known as the group delay dispersion (GDD) that is responsible for the temporal broadening
of a pulse. The temporal broadening by the group delay dispersion is sometimes known as the
chirping which originally means the frequency change in time.
Two kinds of temporal broadenings are possible depending on the sign of D2. When the sign
of D2 is positive, a long (red-like) wavelength component travels faster than a blue-like one in
the pulse. On the other hand, a short (blue-like) wavelength component travels faster than a
red-like one with a negative sign of D2. A pulse is said to be positively chirped when a red-like
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wavelength component travels faster, or to be negatively chirped when a blue-like wavelength
component travels faster (see Figures 4 and 5).
Figure 4. Refractive index depending on the wavelength induces the group delay dispersion (GDD). In the positive
GDD, the long-wavelength electromagnetic field travels faster than the short-wavelength electromagnetic field in the
medium.
Figure 5. Frequency chirping in the laser pulse. In the upper drawing, a short laser pulse experiences the positive
chirping, thus the long-wavelength (red) component arrives faster than the short-wavelength (blue) component in the
laser pulse. In the lower drawing, a short laser pulse experiences the negative chirping, thus the short-wavelength
(blue) component arrives faster than the long-wavelength (red) component. The pulse duration is broadened by the
positive or negative chirping.
Higher-order derivatives in the Taylor expansion affect the pulse profile in time as higher-
order dispersions. Even-order dispersions are responsible for the symmetric distortion of a
laser pulse in time and odd-order dispersions are responsible for the antisymmetric distortion
in the laser pulse. The dispersion control and compensation are key techniques to have a
transform-limited laser pulse with a given spectrum. Third-order dispersion (TOD) and
fourth-order dispersion (FOD) should be considered to be compensated for the generation of
transform-limited pulse.
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2. Amplification of ultrashort laser pulses
The energy of a mode-locked laser pulse with a pulse duration of 1 ps or below typically ranges
from 10−12 to 10−10 J. The ultrashort laser pulse cannot be directly amplified in amplifiers because
of damage issues in optical elements due to the nonlinear effect and the low-energy extraction
efficiency. These hurdles were detoured by employing the chirped-pulse amplification (CPA)
technique devised by Strickland and Mourou [8]. The key idea of the CPA technique is to
temporarily stretch a laser pulse before amplification, to amplify the energy of the stretched
pulse, and finally, after energy amplification, to compress the pulse duration to the original
level. The CPA technique was well demonstrated in many systems around the world [9], and
now it is used for producing the relativistic laser intensity (>1018 W/cm2).
The control of pulse duration is usually performed by an optical setup which uses the GDD
induced by the grating. The stretched pulse duration ranges from few hundreds of ps to
nanosecond (ns). The stretched pulse is amplified in a series of amplifier chain including
regenerative and/or multipass amplifiers. The output energy can be estimated from the Frantz-
Nodvik equation. In this section, the basic principles for controlling the pulse duration and for
amplifying the energy are explained.
2.1. Stretching of an ultrashort laser pulse before amplification
The control of pulse duration using the dispersion was first proposed by Treacy [10]. In the
proposal, two gratings with a normal separation distance of b are placed in the parallel
geometry to induce a negative GDD. The total amount of GDD can be controlled by the
separation distance. According to the Treacy’s proposal, when a laser pulse passes through an
optical setup shown in Figure 6, the group delay dispersion (GDD) experienced by a laser
pulse is given by
Figure 6. Parallel grating pulse stretching scheme. The parallel grating pulse stretcher introduces a negative GDD to
the laser pulse.
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(17)
Here, d is the groove spacing of grating and θ ' is the diffraction angle. The first-order diffraction
is only considered in this case. The diffraction angle is calculated by the grating equation as
follows:
(18)
As shown in Eq. (17), the parallel grating geometry always introduces the negative GDD, and
thus the blue-like wavelength component travels faster than the red-like one. The positive
GDD can be either introduced by installing a telescope in the parallel grating geometry, which
was proposed by Martinez [11]. A telescope is an optical device that induces an angular
dispersion. The GDD induced by an angular dispersion is given by
(19)
with an approximation of cos α ≫ sin α. In the equation, α is the deviation angle at the reference
wavelength and Lp is the propagation distance after the surface of an angularly dispersive
element. When a laser pulse propagates an optical setup shown in Figure 7, the angular
dispersion is magnified by a factor of M, which is the magnification of a telescope. Then, the
GDD induced by the angular dispersion after the propagation of z ' is
Figure 7. GDD control by the grating pair with a telescope inside. The grating pair with the telescope can induce the
positive and negative GDD depending on the total length between gratings. The negative GDD is obtained by L/
2 < (f + f '). The positive GDD is obtained by L/2 < (f + f ').
(20)
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As shown in Figure 7, the propagation distance z ' is given by L − 2(f + f ') and the magnification
by f/f '. The positive GDD can be obtained when L − 2(f + f ') < 0 or L/2 < (f + f '). This condition
can be met by moving a second grating before the focal point F '. In general, the first lens can
be placed at a position of z + f. Then, an additional GDD, d 2ϕd ω 2 |ω0 = − ω0c ( dθ 'dω |ω0)2z, by an angular
dispersion after the propagation of z should be added to Eq. (20) to obtain
(21)
In many cases, a reflecting mirror can be put after the first lens to reduce the cost and space.
The positive GDD induced by two grating geometry having a telescope can be compensated
for with the parallel grating pair. This is important because the pulse duration stretched by
the positive or negative GDD can be recompressed by the negative or positive GDD. This is
the principle for stretching and compressing an utrashort laser pulse in the CPA technique. In
a common CPA technique, a pulse stretcher introduces a positive GDD to the laser pulse and
a pulse compressor introduces a negative GDD. The reason for this is that the material
dispersion used in amplifier systems also produces a positive GDD. If a laser pulse has negative
GDD by a stretcher, the pulse duration of a pulse is shortened as the pulse propagates in a
medium having a positive GDD. This might induce damage on optical elements that the pulse
propagates. The other combination that uses a pulse stretcher introducing negative GDD and
a pulse compressor introducing positive GDD is also possible. This combination is known as
the down-chirped pulse amplification (DCPA) technique and also demonstrated with a grating
stretcher and bulk material compressor. Although the DCPA technique works for the energy
amplification of an ultrashort laser pulse, the pulse duration of the pulse is somewhat
broadened because higher-order dispersions, such as TOD and FOD, induced by media in the
laser system remain uncompensated. As mentioned earlier, third-order dispersion (TOD), and
fourth-order dispersion (FOD) should be corrected or optimized to obtain a nearly transform-
limited pulse duration through the pulse compressor.
The misalignment in the parallelism of a grating induces an additional angular dispersion in
the spatial domain. This is known as the spatial chirping. The spatial chirping can easily be
examined by monitoring the intensity distribution of a focal spot. If there is the spatial chirping
in the laser beam profile, a focal spot is elongated along the chirping direction. Sometimes, the
elongation by the spatial chirping is confused with astigmatism in the beam. However, the
spatial chirping can be discriminated by the through-the-focus image because the elongation
by the spatial chirping is not rotated by 90 degrees while the elongation by astigmatism can
be rotated.
2.2. Rate equation
When a laser pulse passes through an amplification medium, the pulse obtains energy gain
from the medium. The energy gain comes from a stored energy in the medium which is
provided by an external power source. Absorption by the transition between electronic energy
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levels is used to store an external energy. Electrons at a lower energy level are excited to a
higher energy level through the pumping process. When an electromagnetic wave (photon)
with a specific wavelength defined by the atomic energy transition is radiated to an excited
atom, the atom emits the same electromagnetic wave (photon) as the incoming one. This means
that an incoming electromagnetic wave is amplified in intensity. This dynamics can be
described by the rate equation. In order to describe the situation mathematically, let us consider
a four-energy-level system shown in Figure 8.
Figure 8. Diagram for energy levels, level transition rate, and the number of electrons at the energy level. In the four-
level system, the storage of external energy is accomplished by the absorption due to the electronic transition from
level 0 to level 3, and the lasing or energy gain is obtained by the electronic transition from level 2 to level 1.
In a four-level system shown in Figure 8, electrons at the lowest energy level 0 are excited to
level 3 by the pumping process. The changing rate for the excited electron population increases
by the electron population at level 0 and the pumping rate Wp. In a short time, electrons at level
3 lose their energy and decay into level 2 with a transition probability W32. Electrons at level 3
also decay into level 1 and 0 with probabilities W31 and W30. The changing rate for electron
population at level 2 increases with the number of electrons at level 3 and the transition
probability W32, and it decreases with the number of electrons at level 2 and transition
probabilities W21 and W20 to level 1 and level 0, respectively. The main lasing action or energy
gain happens with the transition from level 2 to level 1. Under this circumstance, the rate
equations for electrons at each level can be expressed as
(22-1)
(22-2)
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(22-3)
(22-4)
Although rate equations for level 1 and level 0 are not explained here, those can be easily
derived from Figure 8. In the four-level system, it is assumed that electron populations at levels
1 and 3 are very small because of the rapid transition to other levels, i.e., n2, n0 ≫ n3, n1. The
total number, n, of electrons is determined by the sum of electron numbers at levels 0 and 2,
i.e., n = n2 + n0. In the steady-state condition, the change of electron populations at levels 3 and
2 are very small as well; so, we assume d n3dt = d n2dt ≈0. From Eqs. (22-1) and (22-2), we obtain
(23)
At level 2, the approximation of W21 ≫ W20 is valid because the lasing action or gain is
dominant. And, electron transition from level 3 to level 2 is most dominant to the other
transition and thus W32 ≫ W31, W30. Under these conditions, Eq. (23) reduces to
(24)
According to Eq. (24), a laser pulse can have energy gain when n2 > n0. The population inversion
happens when the difference, Δn = n2 − n0, in electron numbers at levels 2 and 0 is positive.
Under the heavily pumping condition, most electrons exist in level 2, and the number of
electrons (n2) at level 2 approximately equals n0. The population inversion is given by
(25)
By using the relation of W21/Wp = I(z)/Isat, Eq. (25) becomes Δn ≈ n/(1 + I/Isat). When a low-intensity
laser pulse propagates in the gain medium, the intensity growing rate is linear with the product
of propagation distance and population inversion as shown below:
(26)
Here, σ21 is the emission cross section. By inserting the relation of Δn ≈ n/(1 + I/Isat) into Eq. (26),
the growing rate for the intensity becomes
High Energy and Short Pulse Lasers16
(27)
In Eq. (27), the gain g(z) is defined by g0/(1 + I(z)/Isat) and g0 is defined by σ21n. When the intensity
of a laser pulse is small enough, the intensity exponentially grows with I0 exp(∫g(z)dz). The
gain, exp(∫g(z)dz), at a small input intensity is known as the small signal gain. As the intensity
becomes stronger, the growing rate for the intensity starts to be lowered and the intensity
linearly grows with gL in the saturation regime, where L is the medium length.
2.3. Energy amplification
The small signal gain describes how much intensity or energy can be achieved with a given
small input intensity. The small intensity means an intensity level that does not affect the
population inversion. In this subsection, we will describe the energy amplification in an
amplifier system. A single-pass energy gain can be measured by putting a detector before and
after the amplification medium during the energy measurement experiment. The small signal
and single-pass gain, G0, at the first pass is given by exp(∫g(z)dz) or simply by
(28)
Here, g0 is the measured gain coefficient and L is the medium length. Using the Frantz-Nodvik
equation [12], the output energy of a laser pulse at the ith round trip in the amplifier can be
expressed by
1ln 1 exp 1 .-= + -é ùì üæ öí ýç ÷ê úè øî þë û
i
i sat i
sat
FF F G F (29)
Here, F means the fluence of a laser pulse defined by ∫−∞∞ I (z, t)dt  and the subscripts (i and i − 1)
mean the ith and (i − 1)th round trips. Fsat is the saturation fluence. In a multipass amplifier
system, an amplified laser pulse is reinjected into the amplifier medium. Thus, the gain
decreases as the input intensity increases. The reduced gain at the ith round trip can be
calculated from the gain and the fluence at the (i − 1)th round trip as follows:
1
1
1
11 1 exp .
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Figure 9 shows the amplified output energy as a function of the round trip in a multipass
amplifier. In the calculation, the Ti:sapphire crystal is assumed as an amplifier medium. The
saturation fluence of the Ti:sapphire crystal is 1.2 J/cm2 and the small signal gain of 3.5 is
assumed. The energy exponentially increases in the first few round trips, but the energy
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linearly increases as the energy becomes comparable to the saturation energy of the amplifier
medium. Finally, the output energy is saturated at a certain energy level which is close to the
saturation fluence.
Figure 9. Fluence of the laser pulse with respect to the number of round trip. The input fluence was 1 mJ and the small
signal gain was assumed to be 3.5.
Figure 10. Diagram explaining the gain narrowing effect. The origin of the gain narrowing effect is an un-equal gain at
a different wavelengths. The wavelength component at a higher gain grows faster than that at a lower gain. The gain
narrowing effect broadens the pulse duration of the compressed pulse.
A series of amplifier system including a regenerative amplifier and multiple-stage amplifiers
are used for energy amplification. The final output energy ranges from a couple of J to ~100 J,
depending on the peak power level. The pulse energy should be amplified by a factor of
~1012 while keeping the pulse characteristics the same. This is not easy because of the gain
narrowing effect induced by the different gains at different wavelengths. The gain narrowing
phenomenon happens because a wavelength component located at a higher gain becomes
stronger than a wavelength component at a lower gain as shown in Figure 10. The gain
narrowing broadens the pulse duration of a compressed pulse. Several techniques, such as
input intensity modulation, wavelength mismatch between the input and gain spectrum, gain
saturation, and so on, have been developed to minimize the gain narrowing effect.
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The amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) occurred in a large size gain crystal reduces an
overall gain and deteriorates the spatial profile of a laser pulse as shown in Figure 11. A
spontaneous emission traveling in the transverse direction of the gain medium has energy gain
before the laser pulse arrives. When the gain and the size of gain medium are small, the ASE
is negligible during the amplification process. However, as the size of gain medium is large
enough with a considerable gain, the ASE becomes significant. In order to reduce the ASE, the
gain medium is enclosed by the light-absorption cooling liquid having a refractive index
similar to the gain medium. With the cooling liquid, the spontaneous emission transmits the
boundary between the gain medium and cooling liquid, and scattered in the mount. Thus, the
ASE reflected from the boundary can be suppressed. Sometimes, the spontaneous emission
has enough energy gain even in a single transverse pass. In this case, a delayed pumping
scheme can be useful to reduce the ASE.
Figure 11. Laser beam profile with and without the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE). The ASE reduces energy
gain and deteriorates beam profile.
Since the demonstration of laser in 1960, the laser technology has continuously advanced to
build petawatt (PW) laser systems. In 1999, the first CPA PW laser has been demonstrated
using a Ti:sapphire/Nd:glass hybrid system [13]. Almost a decade later, 30 fs 1 PW laser
operating at 0.1 Hz repetition rate was developed [14] and more recently an amplifier for 5 PW
laser system has been successfully demonstrated [15]. Now, fs and 10 PW laser systems are
under construction through the European Extreme Light Infrastructure (ELI) program.
3. Focusing ultrashort laser pulses
An amplified and compressed laser pulse is focused on solid or gas target for laser-matter
interaction studies. Concave mirrors are generally used and the intensity reaches at a relativ‐
istic level, >1018 W/cm2. The size of a focal spot is proportional to the focal length of a mirror
and a shorter focal length is preferable to reach a higher intensity. Thus, one particular research
interest is to tightly focus a laser pulse to reach an unprecedented intensity level. The paraxial
approximation, which is commonly used in calculating focal spots under high f-number
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conditions, becomes invalid under tight focusing (low f-number) conditions. Intensities of a
focal spot that have other polarization components different from an incident polarization are
assumed to be negligible in the paraxial approximation. However, under tight focusing
conditions, intensities at different polarizations increase and modify the overall intensity
distribution of a focused laser pulse.
The intensity distributions of all polarization components of a focal spot formed under a tight
focusing condition can be calculated by vector diffraction integrals developed by Stratton and
Chu [16]. Recently, the intensity distributions of a focused fs high-power laser pulse under a
tight focusing condition were intensively examined [17]. In this section, the intensity distri‐
butions of a tightly focused laser spot are described. The accurate assessment of the peak power
and information on the intensity distribution are beneficial in simulating and predicting the
motion of charged particles under a super-strong laser pulse that is provided by a tight
focusing scheme.
3.1. Modeling of focusing scheme with low f-number parabolic mirror
The parabolic mirror is used as a focusing mirror because of its quadratic surface profile. A
linearly polarized (x-polarized) laser pulse having an electric field distribution, Einc(θS, ϕS), is
incident on a parabolic mirror along the negative z-direction (Figure 12). By using Sttraton and
Chu’s vector diffraction integrals, the electric fields at all polarization components can be
expressed as follows:
(31-1)
(31-2)
(31-3)
and
(31-4)
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Here, f is the focal length of a mirror. xP, yP, and zP represent positions at vicinities of the focal
point. θS is the polar angle measured from the positive z-axis and ϕS is the rotational angle
measured from the positive x-axis. The minimum angle, θmin, determines the f-number of the
mirror. The distance between the source (s) and observation (p) points is expressed as 2f/(1 −
cos θS) for the intensity of a laser spot and as 2f/(1 − cos θS) − ρP{cos θS cos θP + sin θS sin θP
cos(ϕS − ϕP)} for the phase of the spot.
Figure 12. On-axis focusing scheme for an aberrated laser beam with a low f-number parabolic mirror.
The wavefront aberration of a laser pulse is one of the factors that determines the intensity
distribution of a focal spot. The wavefront aberration is the phase delay function across the
laser beam and included in the incident electromagnetic field of a laser pulse as follows:
(32)
Here, θn can be interpreted as a normalized radius defined by (π − θS)/(π − θmin). The wavefront
aberration is expressed by the Zernike polynomials as W inc(θ, ϕ)=∑u,v cuvZuv(θn, ϕS ). In this
case, cuv means the Zernike coefficient, and Zuv(θn, ϕS ) is the Zernike polynomial for the uth
radial and the vth azimuthal orders, respectively. The entire phase function on the mirror
surface is modified as k(zP cos θS + xP sin θS cos ϕS + yP sin θS sin ϕS) + kWinc(θn, ϕS). For a high
f-number case, θS and θn are almost the same, and the wavefront, WS(θn, ϕS), on the mirror
surface is almost equivalent to Winc(θS, ϕS). However, as the f-number of a parabolic mirror
decreases, the wavefront on the mirror surface becomes different from the wavefront of an
incident wave. In this case, the normalized radius, θn, on the mirror surface is modified and
given by
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(33)
The change in wavefront aberration due to the polarization rotation after reflection from a
mirror surface should be considered for the effect of polarization. Thus, after reflection from
a parabolic mirror, the normal vector to the wavefront surface is expressed by 2n^(S→ ⋅ n^)−S→  as
shown below:
(34)
Expressions for normal vectors on a parabolic mirror surface which are given by
(35)
are used in the calculation of Eq. (34). Finally, the wavefront component that propagates to the
ρ-direction contributes to the formation of an intensity distribution near the focal plane and is
given by
(36)
with ρ^ = x^ sinθS cosϕS − y^ sinθS sinϕS − z^ cosθS . But, as expected in Eq. (36), the contribution by
the {⋅} term is not significant when sin2θS cos 2ϕS << cos2θS.
3.2. Coherent superposition of monochromatic fields for femtosecond focal spot
A femtosecond laser pulse typically has a broad spectrum of several tens of nm, thus the effect
of broad spectrum of a femtosecond laser pulse on the focal spot should be considered in order
to accurately describe the focal spot of a femtosecond laser pulse. The spatial and temporal
profiles of a femtosecond focal spot can be calculated by the superposition of monochromatic
electric fields near the focal point. The resultant electric fields for a femtosecond focal spot are
expressed with spectral amplitude and phase as below (see Figure 13):
(37)
Here, Rλ defined by Iλ / Iλ,max and αλ are the relative amplitude and the spectral phase at a
given wavelength, respectively. The subscripts (x, y, z) represent the polarization directions
and Ex,y,z(λn : xP, yP, zP) induces the monochromatic electric field. Contrary to the monochromatic
case, a different field oscillation period at a different wavelength induces a phase mismatch
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among waves at different wavelengths and reduces the intensity quickly as the observation
position moves away from the origin of the focal plane. The intensity distribution along the
propagation direction can be interpreted as the temporal profile of a femtosecond focal spot.
Thus, the resultant electric fields, Ex,y,z(xP, yP, zP), provide the spatial and temporal (spatiotem‐
poral) intensity distributions of a laser focal spot. The resultant electric fields are numerically
calculated. In the calculation, the spectrum is sliced into n components. The monochromatic
electric field distributions at all polarization components are obtained from Eqs. (31-1)–(31-4).
The relative amplitude ratio and the spectral phase are obtained by the measurement of a laser
pulse. After calculating the resultant electric fields, the final intensity distributions at all
polarization components become
(38)
This approach provides information on intensity distribution at all polarization components
both in temporal and spatial domains and it is also valid under high f-number focusing
conditions as well. The sum of all polarization components given by Ix(x, y, z) + Iy(x, y, z) + Iz(x,
y, z) is the intensity distribution measured by an image-sensing device.
Figure 13. Spectrum and spectral phase for calculating the femtosecond focal spot.
Figure 14. Three-dimensional intensity distribution of the continuous wave and spatially uniform laser beam under
loose focusing condition. The x-polarized beam is assumed and the laser beam propagates along the −z direction. Un‐
der the far-field approximation, the x-polarization component is only considered to calculate the intensity distribution.
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3.3. Intensity distribution in the focal plane and its vicinity
Under the loose focusing condition (f/# >> 1), the intensity distribution having the same
polarization as an incoming laser pulse is only considered, and other polarization components
(Iy(x, y, z) and Iz(x, y, z)) are ignored. In this case, the far-field approximation is applied and the
Fourier transform of an incoming electric field, which is derived from the scalar diffraction
integral, is widely used to obtain the intensity distribution of a focal spot. Figure 14 shows the
typical intensity distributions in the x-y plane and the x-z plane.
Figure 15. The change in intensity distributions as the f-number decreases. The intensity distributions for a continuous
wave and uniform laser beam are calculated in the focal plane. (a) The ideal uniform laser beam profile without wave‐
front aberration is assumed as an input. (b) The uniform beam profile with wavefront aberration is assumed as an in‐
put.
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Intensities having other polarizations different from an incoming laser pulse increase under
the tight focusing condition. Typical aspects under tight focusing conditions are the increase
in the intensity of a longitudinal polarization component and the elongation of a focal spot
along the polarization direction. Figure 15(a) shows the change in the intensity distribution
when the f-number of a parabolic mirror decreases from 5 to 0.25. The peak intensity of a
longitudinal component, Iz, increases up to 41% of that of Ix under f/0.25 condition. But,
compared to the x-polarization component, the peak intensity of the y-polarized component,
Iy, is still negligible. Because of the increase of intensity in the longitudinal component and the
deformation of x-polarized intensity, the resultant intensity is elongated in the polarization
direction as shown in Figure 15(a).
Figure 15(b) shows the change of a focal spot for an aberrated laser pulse as the f-number
decreases. A small amount of wavefront aberration (c2−2 = 0.07 μm, c3−3 = 0.05 μm, c3−1 = 0.04 μm,
and c31 = 0.02 μm) was introduced to the laser pulse to investigate the effect of wavefront
aberration on the focal spot. The figure shows how the focal spot of an aberrated laser pulse
is influenced by the focusing condition. Under a high f-number condition (f/5), the focal spot
of an aberrated laser pulse is determined by the spatial characteristics of the laser pulse, such
as wavefront aberration and spatial profile. The shape of the focal spot was almost same as
that obtained with the Fourier transform method because the focusing condition and the
amount of wavefront aberration did not violate the far-field and thin-lens approximations.
Instead, under lower f-number conditions, focal spots are also influenced by the vectorial
properties, resulting in the elongation along the polarization direction. With a given amount
of wavefront aberration, the peak intensity of a longitudinal component, Iz, increases up to
40% of that of Ix under f/0.25 condition. Further calculation with a higher amount of wavefront
aberration (c22 = c2−2 = c3−1 = 0.15 μm) shows that intensity distribution under f/0.5 focusing
condition was still different from the intensity distribution obtained with the Fourier transform
method.
Figure 16 shows spatiotemporal intensity distributions of femtosecond focal spots for an
aberrated laser pulse under two different focusing conditions (f/3 and f/0.5). The Zernike
coefficient that are used again include c2−2 = 0.07 μm, c3−3 = 0.05 μm, c3−1 = 0.04 μm, and c31 = 0.02
μm. In the figure, the intensity distributions in the x-y plane provide information on spatial
profiles of a femtosecond focal spot, and the intensity distributions in the x-z plane provide
information on temporal profiles. By assuming a 12 fs, 10 PW, uniformly circular, and
aberrated laser pulse as an input, peak intensities for x-polarized component increases up to
~8.8 × 1022 W/cm2 for f/3 and ~ 2.5 × 1024 W/cm2 for f/0.5, respectively. Under same conditions,
peak intensities for longitudinal component rapidly increase to ~3.1 × 1020 W/cm2 and ~2.4 ×
1023 W/cm2. These intensities along the z-direction should be taken into account to better
describe the motion of charged particles under an extremely strong EM field that is formed by
tightly focusing a femtosecond high-power laser pulse.
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Figure 16. The spatiotemporal intensity distributions of a focal spot with (a) an f/3 parabolic mirror and (b) an f/0.5
parabolic mirror. The peak intensities of Ix reach ~8.8 × 1022 W/cm2 and ~2.5 × 1024 W/cm2 for f/3 and f/0.5 focusing con‐
ditions, respectively. The transverse intensity distribution is expressed in the x-y plane and the longitudinal intensity
distribution is expressed in the x-z plane.
4. Interaction of an intense laser pulse with plasma
Under a strong electromagnetic field, the motion of an electron is governed by the Lorentz
force as follows:
(39)
Here, m0 is the electron rest mass, c is the speed of light, and γ is the Lorentz factor. When the
electromagnetic field is not strong enough, the v
→
c × B
→  term on the right-hand side is much less
than the first term on the right-hand side and negligible. In this case, the Lorentz force is
reduced to d (mv→ ) / dt = − eE→ . By assuming the sine wave for the electric field and replacing the
time derivative by − iω, then the speed of an electron is
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(40)
The maximum speed of an electron is given by vmax = eE0/mω. By comparing the maximum
speed of an electron and the speed of light, we define β = v/c. In the nonrelativisitic approach,
we can consider β = 1 as a reference. Then, the intensity required for an electron to have the
speed of light c is given by
(41)
The intensity for the speed of light is ~ 2.14 × 1018 W/cm2 for the 0.8 μm wavelength. In the
nonrelativistic approach, the intensity of 1018 W/cm2 is roughly estimated for electrons to have
a quiver motion in which the speed is close to the speed of light. The intensity of 1018 W/cm2
is known as the relativistic intensity for the electromagnetic field.
As shown in the previous section, the relativistic intensity is easily obtained by focusing a
femtosecond high-power laser pulse. The femtosecond focal spot has a finite extent in the
temporal and spatial domains. Let us expand the electric field of a high-power laser pulse in
the Taylor series at a position of x0, then we obtain
(42)
By inserting the first term on the right-hand side in Eq. (42) into the first term in Eq. (39) and
solving the equation, the velocity and the position of electron are given by
(43)
In order to see the effect of the intensity (or field) gradient of a focused intensity, let us put the
expression of x in Eq. (43) into Eq. (42) and consider the Lorentz force again. Then, we obtain
(44)
By taking the cycle average of the force, Eq. (44) becomes
(45)
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Eq. (45) means that an electron can be pushed by the intensity or the field gradient. The force
due to the intensity gradient is known as the ponderomotive force.
When a high-power laser pulse is focused in a gas target, the target immediately turns into the
plasma medium. Electrons in the plasma medium feel the ponderomotive force by the laser
pulse in temporal and spatial domains, and those are pushed by a focused laser field and
separated from the background ions. The separation of electrons from background ions
induces a strong electric field by the space charge effect. The periodic motion of oscillation for
electrons occurs around heavy ions as the laser pulse propagates. The resultant pattern of
alternating positive and negative charges is known as the plasma wave or laser wake. The laser
wake field supports a very strong longitudinal electric field of 1 GeV/cm. Some of returning
electrons can be captured into the laser wake and accelerated by the laser wake field up to GeV
level. This is a short description of the laser wake field acceleration [18] (Figure 17(a)). Recent
experiments using the laser wake field acceleration showed the quasimonoenergetic multi-
GeV electron beams by focusing petawatt laser pulses [19–21]. The acceleration of electrons to
10 GeV or even 100 GeV level is now being pursued for the development of a compact electron
accelerator.
Protons are also accelerated by a high-power laser pulse. In this case, a high-power laser pulse
is focused onto a solid target. When a high-power laser pulse is focused on a thin metal target,
the target immediately turns into plasma, and electrons in the plasma are accelerated toward
the laser beam propagation direction by the ponderomotive force. Then there exists an electric
field between accelerated electrons and background ions. The electric field can be used to
accelerate protons existing in the metal as impurities [22, 23] (Figure 17(b)). At a lower laser
intensity, the energy distribution for electrons is broad and the resultant proton energy
distribution is also broad. As the laser intensity increases, proton energy distribution can be
reduced by a narrow electron energy distribution by the radiation pressure. This is an indirect
proton acceleration using electron acceleration. Protons can be directly accelerated to the light
speed by an electromagnetic field as shown in Eq. (45). However, because of the proton mass,
reaching to the speed of light by directly accelerating proton with an electromagnetic field
requires a higher laser intensity up to ~1024 W/cm2, which is sometimes called the ultrarela‐
tivistic laser intensity. One of the ways for efficiently reaching at the ultrarelativistic laser
intensity is to employ a tight focusing scheme. Based on the recent progress in the high-power
laser, the demonstration of ultrarelativistic laser intensity will be possible soon.
Energetic charged particles driven by high-power laser pulses are directly used for medical
applications including radiation therapy and imaging. For example, energetic proton beams
having an energy range of 100–200 MeV can be used for the radiation tumor therapy [24]. When
proton beams is irradiated to tumors in human body, protons dramatically lose their energy
and produce x-rays in the tumor. The produced x-ray destroys DNA chains in a tumor cell and
eventually kills the tumor cell. Electron beams with an energy range of 6–20 MeV can also be
used for treating cancers locating at skin and lip, chest-wall and neck, respiratory and
digestive-track lesions, or lymph nodes [25]. Research on stable and reliable production of
energetic particles is of great interest for developing a compact particle accelerator for medical
applications.
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Figure 17. (a) Electron acceleration though the laser wake field. The laser pulse is focused onto the gas target. The elec‐
trons are captured in the plasma cavity and accelerated by the cavity. (b). Proton acceleration. The accelerated elec‐
trons by the laser pulse pull proton on the metal surface.
High-brightness and high-energy photons (x-ray and γ-ray) can be produced through the
laser-plasma accelerator as well. By comparing to the large-scale facilities, such as synchrotron
and XFEL, the laser-plasma accelerator produces high-energy photon providing an attosecond
temporal resolution and subatomic spatial resolution in a small size and reasonable cost. High-
energy photon can be used for research pertaining to ultrafast electron dynamics in atoms,
molecules, plasmas, and solids. In the laser-plasma accelerator, many processes producing
energetic photon sources, such as high harmonic generation [26], undulator radiation [27],
betatron radiation [28], and Compton scattering [29], were proposed and some of them have
been experimentally demonstrated. So far, basic applications for high-intensity laser pulses
were described. Other interesting research topics related to fundamental physical processes
are well described elsewhere [30].
5. Conclusion
The high-power laser facility is being developed for performing research on the laser-matter
interaction in the relativistic and ultrarelativistic intensity regimes. The high-power laser pulse
immediately ionizes solid and gas targets and makes the target medium plasma. The intensity
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can make use of the laser pulse as a small-scale and versatile particle accelerator. This is a
primary purpose for developing high-intensity laser facilities. The interaction between an
intense laser pulse and energetic charged particles produces high-energy photon as well. Many
interesting schemes, such as undulator radiation, betatron radiation, and inverse Compton
scattering, have been studied for producing high-energy photons. The high-energy photons
can be used in many disciplines including industrial application, medical imaging, nuclear
engineering, national security, and so on. As the intensity obtainable with the high-power laser
pulse increases over 1024 W/cm2, some of the fundamental physical processes can be investi‐
gated by light pulses with an ultrashort time scale. Since the invention of laser, the application
field of laser has been dramatically expanded as the laser intensity increases. Now, the
acceleration of charged particle by intense coherent light field became possible in the relativ‐
istic laser intensity regime, and new era for studying the laser-plasma interaction in the
ultrarelativistic laser intensity regime will be open soon.
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